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originated from SN1987A. Larger telescopes and detectors are

currently being constructed that will increase the chance of finding

neutrinos. Our goals of this project are to estimate the number of

neutrinos from the All Sky Automated Survey for SuperNovae (ASAS-

SN), and the Zwicky Transient Facility (ZTF) at the Hyper-Kamiokande

(HK) detector, and predict the number of supernovae the Legacy

Survey of Space and Time (LSST) will detect over a range of distances

with the hopes of determining the best range of time and distance to
find neutrinos.

Current surveys

ASAS-SN and ZTF are on going surveys that look for new supernovae

every day. We visualized the data from these surveys to gauge the

importance of several factors.

FIG. 3: Type breakdown of supernovae discoveries for both surveys

FIG. 4: Bar graph illustrating how 

many supernovae were 

discovered each year.

FIG. 5: Histogram with a bin width 

of 3 Mpc showing the distance 

distribution of the supernovae.

LSST is a future telescopic survey that is predicted to be in full

operations by 2022. The survey is planned to operate for 10 years at

the Vera C. Rubin Observatory in Chile and will observe the entire sky

every 3 nights. LSST is predicted to detect tens of thousands of

supernovae every year, a huge improvement compared to current

surveys.

FIG. 6: Prediction of how many supernovae LSST will observe in 

one year over various limiting magnitudes.

FIG. 7: Histogram illustrating 

neutrino event distribution from 

both on-going surveys with a bin 

width of 0.05 neutrino events.

FIG. 8: Histogram illustrating 

neutrino event distribution for LSST

with a bin width of 0.0001 neutrino 

events.

The total number of neutrinos that could be detected at HK was 0.635

events from ASAS-SN and 0.649 events from ZTF. For LSST, we

used a limiting magnitude of 24 and found that the total number of

neutrino that could be detected in one year from HK was 12.2 events.
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Core Collapse

FIG. 1: SN1987A

Core collapse supernovae are classified as types II, Ib, and Ic. A core

collapse supernova happens when a star with a mass > 8 𝑀☉ begins

to fuse heavy elements in the star’s core. Eventually, the core will try to

fuse iron into heavier elements but will fail and cause the core to

become so dense that it will collapse in on itself. During this process,

thousands of neutrinos are produced through many ways such as

electron capture.

𝑝 + 𝑒− → 𝑛 + ν𝑒
Neutrinos are then trapped and the core forms into a massive nucleus.

This massive nucleus creates a shock wave that expands the core and

releases neutrinos. Soon after the
expansion, the shock wave will

become stagnant, then turn

into an accretion shock. During

this phase, neutrinos react

with protons and neutrons

creating a massive amount of

energy. This energy causes a

shock revival, where the shock

wave begins to expand

outwards again. This shock
wave results into a supernova.

FIG. 2: Stages of a core collapse 

supernova explosion.

Our neutrino estimations for ASAS-SN and ZTF show promising outcomes
because they are much higher than we anticipated. In the future, we hope to
better estimate the number of supernovae LSST will detect each year, which
will lead to better neutrino estimations. Furthermore, we want to better
examine the neutrino background rate LSST would experience. This would
lead to determining the best strategy to find neutrinos.
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Background
HK is a detector that will be running soon and
will be an order of magnitude larger than its
predecessor Super-Kamiokande (SK). This
larger size will allow it to be far more sensitive
to neutrinos. These detectors also find various
backgrounds. We have used the Diffuse
Supernova Neutrino Background (DSNB)
search at SK to estimate the background at
HK.

TABLE 1: HK background rates 

for supernova that contributed 

the most to the neutrino rate. 

Data from SK-III was used.


